Motivation: High-throughput microarray technologies enable measurements of the expression levels of thousands of genes in parallel. However, microarray printing, hybridization and washing may create substantial variability in the quality of the data. As erroneous measurements may have a drastic impact on the results by disturbing the normalization schemes and by introducing expression patterns that lead to incorrect conclusions, it is crucial to discard low quality observations in the early phases of a microarray experiment. A typical microarray experiment consists of tens of thousands of spots on a microarray, making manual extraction of poor quality spots impossible. Thus, there is a need for a reliable and general microarray spot quality control strategy. Results: We suggest a novel strategy for spot quality control by using Bayesian networks, which contain many appealing properties in the spot quality control context. We illustrate how a non-linear least squares based Gaussian fitting procedure can be used in order to extract features for a spot on a microarray. The features we used in this study are: spot intensity, size of the spot, roundness of the spot, alignment error, background intensity, background noise, and bleeding. We conclude that Bayesian networks are a reliable and useful model for microarray spot quality assessment. Contact: sampsa.hautaniemi@tut.fi Supplementary information: http://sigwww.cs.tut.fi/TICSP/ SpotQuality/
INTRODUCTION
Gene expression profiling has been revolutionized in recent years by the development of microarray-based technologies. cDNA microarrays offer a powerful method for rapid * To whom correspondence should be addressed. § The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the first two authors should be regarded as joint First Authors. determination of expression levels for thousands of genes simultaneously in an experiment (Schena et al., 1995) . Typically, an experiment is performed by first labeling two RNA samples (e.g. cDNA derived from test and reference samples) with different fluorophores (most commonly Cy3 and Cy5) and then hybridizing the labeled samples simultaneously onto a microscope slide containing thousands of cDNA clones (in subsequent sections referred to as spots). The detected differences in the fluorescent intensities for a cDNA clone reflect the relative differences in the abundance of the corresponding mRNA transcripts in the hybridized samples. A vast amount of data are obtained from a single experiment, and even a small sample set requires a great deal of data handling, including quality assessment, prior to extraction of meaningful information. Important applications of the cDNA microarray technique include, for example, disease classification for diagnostic and prognostic purposes, therapeutic developments for identification of new targets and profiling drug responses.
Most microarray related studies concentrate on presenting different applications of microarray analysis, but only recently a few studies exploring microarray quality control in image analysis have been published (Brown et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Model et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002; Ruosaari and Hollmén, 2002) . It is essential to employ a spot quality control strategy since a microarray experiment, even under optimal conditions, results in several spots whose intensities may vary due to experimental variation. It is also crucial to exclude spots whose quality is poor in the early stages of a microarray study because microarray data normalization methods typically involve an estimation phase. Algorithms used in estimation may get confused if the number of aberrant values is large, easily leading to incorrect conclusions. Furthermore, microarray data are frequently used by researchers other than the original authors. As distributing the original microarray images requires massive storage space, a reliable quality measure for all spots in the microarray would enhance the usefulness of the distributed data by allowing replication of the original analysis without the need to reanalyze the images themselves.
We define the spot quality to be a realization from an exclusive and exhaustive set of qualitative categories, where each category corresponds to the nature of a spot in a microarray. In practice, experimenters are interested in excluding unreliable spots from further analysis by dividing the spots into two categories. The first category consists of spots that are excluded from further analysis (in subsequent sections this category is referred to as bad or poor) and the second of spots that are used in the actual analysis phase (referred to as good). The spot quality assessment is essentially a classification problem. Accordingly, we suggest a quality control strategy that utilizes the Bayesian networks for computing the spot quality value from spot specific features. In this study, we both demonstrate that Bayesian networks contain several theoretical properties that make them useful in spot quality control and illustrate a case study that verifies the effectiveness of the Bayesian networks in an actual microarray experiment. The spot quality strategy we suggest is designed to be utilized for microarray technologies, in which the probes are in the form of distinct spots. These include e.g. cDNA-and spotted oligonucleotide microarrays and possibly also several other emerging microarray formats, such as protein arrays. However, other parameters would need to be utilized and optimized for use with in situ synthesized, oligo-based arrays, such as those made by photolithography.
TYPICAL PROBLEMS IN cDNA MICROARRAY IMAGES
There are several features that affect the quality of a spot on a microarray. In this section we introduce the ones encountered most frequently in microarray experiments and explain the most common reasons for these aberrations. Examples of the features discussed in this section are available at the supplementary web site.
Spot intensity
Signal intensity is traditionally considered one of the most important features affecting spot quality. The reason is that if a signal is weak, it is very difficult to distinguish the actual signal from the background. Accordingly, spots with higher signal intensity have better signal-to-noise ratio and thus are more reliable than spots with low signal intensity. Most weak spots are caused by the fact that many genes are physiologically expressed at very low levels, at or close to the sensitivity limit of the DNA microarrays. In addition, experimental factors that may cause low signal intensities are:
• Low amount of DNA in the spot.
• Molecular and physical composition of the DNA spot (purity of the DNA, attachment to glass, availability to hybridization etc.).
• Suboptimal labeling.
• Uneven or incomplete hybridization.
• Signal bleaching, low sensitivity of the scanner.
It is also likely that some mRNA molecules have secondary structures, which prevent proper reverse transcription, leading to weak or non-existent signal. Regardless of actual cause, as experimental and biological factors are not readily distinguishable from each other during image analysis, spots having low intensity are considered less reliable than spots with high intensity.
Spot size
As microarray spots are produced by depositing an equal amount of liquid onto the microscope slide, all spots are expected to be of roughly equal size. Deviations can be caused by, for example, precipitates, impurities and debris of the printing solution, a printing needle that is not making adequate contact with the array surface, damaged or dirty needles, or if too little liquid is printed onto the slide. Spots that are too large can be caused by high humidity during printing or uneven coating of the slide. Both of these can cause the spot to spread over a larger area than intended, which can lead to problems with detection and quantification of surrounding spots. Whether a spot is significantly larger or smaller than expected, it is an indication that there has been some error during manufacturing, which should be reflected when determining the quality of the spot.
Spot morphology (spot roundness and bleeding)
Spots are expected to be roughly circular in shape, but manufacturing of the microarrays may cause some variation to spot morphology. These include scratches on the microarray surface and uneven coating of the microarray. Other imperfections on the microarray's surface can also cause the spot to spread unevenly during printing. Furthermore, if the signal is weak, the spot may have an irregular shape because spot signal is not distinguished from the background. The phenomenon where a spot spreads so much that it is mixed with its neighbors is referred to as bleeding. In such cases it is generally impossible to reliably separate the signals of the spots from each other. Therefore, all spots affected by bleeding are usually excluded from further analysis.
Pixel intensity distribution
A spot is expected to contain approximately equal amounts of DNA over all of its area. Consequently, brightness should be relatively uniform over all of the spot. Deviations from this are visible as brighter areas inside the spot and can be caused by uneven distribution of the printed DNA in the spot or non-specific binding.
BAYESIAN NETWORKS
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph, where each node represents a real-life feature such as 'spot quality' or 'intensity' (Pearl, 1988) . Each discrete node has mutually exclusive and exhaustive values. For example, the values of spot quality could be {bad, good}. Arcs between the nodes represent direction of dependence. Together the nodes and the arcs define the structure of the Bayesian network. An example of a Bayesian network with four nodes is illustrated in Figure 1 .
A node is called a child if it is directly dependent on a node in the network. For example, in Figure 1 , nodes B and C are children of A. A node having children is called a parent.
The idea behind Bayesian networks is to decompose the joint probability distribution as a product of conditional distributions and then take advantage of conditional independences. For example, in Figure 1 node D is not directly dependent on A or C, so P (D|A, B, C) reduces to P (D|B). Accordingly, arcs coming to a node can be thought of as representing conditional probability distribution between the node and its parents (arc from A to C in Fig. 1 ).
In Bayesian networks the central concept is propagation of the observed information. There are several algorithms for evaluating the network (Pearl, 1988) . In brief, information propagation proceeds as follows. When a feature is observed, the corresponding node in the Bayesian network is instantiated (i.e. the belief of the node is set to follow the observation) and the node transmits observed evidence to its parents (λ-message) and to its children (π-message), who transmit the message forward until all nodes in the network are updated. The belief of each node is a product of λ and π , so observed evidence affects every node in the network. An example of λ-and π-messages is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Bayesian networks in spot quality control
Bayesian networks include several properties that are very appealing in spot quality assessment:
• Nodes in a Bayesian network can represent an arbitrary phenomenon. For example, a node may represent spot specific quantities such as bleeding or intensity. Several statistical tests can also be included as nodes in a Bayesian network.
• It is not required to observe all the features in order to compute the quality of the spot. However, if the data set contains missing values, it may be good to apply an expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) .
• A priori information is straightforward to include in the model.
• Structure of the Bayesian network together with the conditional probability distributions between the nodes explicitly shows the influence of a feature on the spot quality. Arc between A and C shows that C is directly dependent on A, and dependency is coded by probability distribution P (C|A).
Especially the last point is a remarkable property. For example, let us assume that quality (Q) of a spot is either bad (q 1 ) or good (q 2 ) and one of the features is intensity of the spot (I ) consisting of three values (i = {low, medium, high}). With a training data set (set of spots whose quality is known) it is possible to estimate the conditional probability distribution between Q and I . When both features are discrete, a conditional probability distribution reduces to a conditional probability table (CPT). In our case study, spot intensity is one of the 14 features used in spot quality classification. Below is an estimated CPT between Q and I : 
The CPT described above tells, for example, that if an arbitrary spot is bad, the probability that intensity is low is 0.49 [P (I = i 1 |q 1 ) = 0.49], but for a good spot the probability that intensity is low is only 0.04. Furthermore, it is evident that a good spot is very likely to have high intensity. CPTs are used effectively in Bayesian networks. Assume that for a spot whose quality is to be determined, we observe that intensity is low (I = i 1 ). Accordingly, the λ-message from I to Q is [0.49 0.04] implying that the quality of the spot is bad. All observations are transmitted to node Q in a similar fashion, and finally Q's belief indicates the final quality of the spot.
In order to use Bayesian networks in spot quality assessment, the user needs to estimate the following before the processing of the measurements.
First, the structure of the Bayesian network must be defined. This phase includes identification of a set of appropriate features and their dependences. Therefore, the definition of the structure of the Bayesian network may be laborious, albeit methods for estimating the structure of the Bayesian network from the data also exist (Heckerman, 1996) .
Second, conditional probability distributions must be defined between the nodes. This is straightforward to accomplish with a training data set, with a priori knowledge, or their combination.
Third, parameter prior distributions must be defined. In essence, the parameter distributions to be defined are P ( ), P (Q|θ) and P (X|Q, Y, θ). Here Q denotes the class variable (spot quality), X is a feature that is dependent on spot quality and on the set of the other features Y, and is defined to be variable whose values θ correspond to the true values of the physical probability (Heckerman, 1996) . Usually in discrete classification problems P ( ) is assumed to follow the Dirichlet distribution (Heckerman, 1996) . The selection of the prior distributions is a controversial issue, which has raised a lot of discussion (e.g. Spiegelhalter et al., 1994; Myllymäki et al., 2002) .
CASE STUDY
The data for this study were obtained from two different hybridizations. Specifications, protocols, and the data are available at the supplementary web site.
Features
One of the most critical phases in spot quality classification is the choice of appropriate features. Based on a priori knowledge, literature, and preliminary experiments (data not shown) we chose seven features that are known to affect the spot quality: Each feature was measured separately using Cy5-and Cy3-channels, so altogether we used 14 features.
First task in spot quality assessment is to extract the features. Our approach to extract feature values is to employ a Gaussian fitting procedure. This is based on the following. First, through a Gaussian fitting procedure we are able to avoid segmentation for all features except bleeding. The choice of segmentation algorithm is usually arbitrary, so in order to obtain general results it is important to ensure that segmentation does not affect feature extraction. Second, the Gaussian fitting procedure returns a value for each feature. Therefore there is no need to deal with missing values. However, for some spots background noise is much higher than the actual signal and Gaussian fitting does not converge. Accordingly, there are no values for any of the features, but as the signal is weaker than noise, these spots are of bad quality. Third, a Gaussian surface on a spot has very similar shape characteristics as the original spot, which allows a reliable feature extraction. Despite the fact that we fit a Gaussian surface on the data, we do not assume that spots would even ideally have this shape, but the parameters of a fitted Gaussian surface correspond to related properties of a common spot.
A Gaussian fitting procedure has been used earlier for estimating how much label is attached to the spot in a microarray (Brändle et al., 2001 ). Here we have utilized the Gaussian fitting procedure for measuring spot features as follows. Each spot was processed individually and image coordinates of a bounding rectangle of the spot were assumed to be known. As the features were extracted identically for each spot, we here consider only one spot. We denote the image coordinates within the bounding rectangle of the spot by vectors x 1 , . . . , x N in R 2 and pixel intensity values within these coordinates by real values y 1 , . . . , y N . We have used a procedure that will fit a Gaussian shaped surface on the data as illustrated in Figure 2 . The fitting procedure is a standard non-linear least squares procedure (Draper and Smith, 1998) .
Let R φ denote a rotation matrix given by
and σ 1 ,σ 2 denote a diagonal matrix given by
We denote by S φ,σ 1 ,σ 2 a product matrix given by
A function f representing an ideal Gaussian surface with realvalued parameters A, B, φ, σ 1 , and σ 2 and a vector-valued parameter m in R 2 is defined as
where ψ is defined as a six-tuple (A, B, φ, σ 1 , σ 2 , m) for notational convenience. An objective function J representing fitting error of the Gaussian surface defined in Equation (1) is given by
The objective function in Equation (2) is minimized with respect to the parameters with constraint A ≥ 0 and the corresponding minimizing parameters are transformed into the spot features. From now on we shall assume that the parameters A, B, φ, σ 1 , σ 2 , and m are parameters minimizing the objective function, σ 1 and σ 2 are positive and σ 1 ≥ σ 2 . The parameters are not uniquely determined, especially the parameter φ. However, we do not expect this non-uniqueness to cause problems because, for example, the features do not depend on the parameter φ. Parameters A and B are directly used as features representing spot and background intensities, respectively. Distance between m and the center of the bounding rectangle is used as a feature representing alignment error. Roundness of the spot is measured with a feature σ 1 /σ 2 and size of the spot with a feature σ 1 σ 2 . Background noise is estimated with a feature that is the root mean square error:
Detection of spot bleeding is done as follows. A larger bounding rectangle than the original is introduced to also cover some pixels within the adjacent spots. The larger bounding rectangle is the original rectangle extended to each of the four directions by the amount of one pixel width. A threshold B + A/3 is used to divide pixels into spot pixels and background pixels. Eight masks inside the larger bounding rectangle are introduced to indicate the borders of the original bounding rectangle. The actual shapes of the masks are illustrated in Figure 3 . The proportion of spot pixels within each of the eight masks is counted. For each direction the minimum of the proportions in the two masks is selected and the feature representing spot bleeding is the maximum of these four minimums.
Discretization
The continuous features were discretized into discrete ones as follows. The spot bleeding feature was discretized into two values and the other features were discretized into three values. The threshold for spot bleeding was a constant proportion 65% of spot pixels. The other features were discretized so that 30% of the lowest feature values within the image were labeled with 1, 30% of the highest feature values with 3, and the remaining values with 2. The thresholds were determined empirically using the data sets.
Classifiers
When the problem domain is largely unknown, as in the case of spot quality assessment, a natural approach is to try simple methods first and increase the complexity of the model if the results are not satisfactory. Along this line, we have applied a discrete naïve Bayesian network model, where the assumptions are that the features are discrete, directly dependent on spot quality and independent of each other. We have also utilized a continuous Bayesian classifier, where the features are modeled with Gaussian distributions.
One of the most influencing phases in spot quality classification is the choice of appropriate features. In this study we have utilized seven features that are known to play a major role in the spot quality. However, often a properly chosen subset of features increases the classification performance. Moreover, it may be too conservative to use all the features in spot quality assessment. Consequently, the Bayesian network model could contain only a couple of essential features, for example, bleeding and intensity. In this case, the spot would be deleted if bleeding is detected or intensity is low.
In this study we have utilized a structure search for the discrete naïve Bayesian network. The structure search is done by an interactive webtool B-Course (C-Trail) (Myllymäki et al., 2002) . B-Course chooses the best structure based on prediction accuracy. In brief, C-Trail searches for the best structure by choosing a new feature set that resembles the current best model. If the prediction accuracy of the new structure is better than the best so far, the new structure is declared the best model. Search for new models is stopped when continuing the search does not produce better classification accuracies. Here B-Course identified features bleeding, spot roundness and spot intensity for the Cy5-channel and bleeding, spot size, spot roundness, background intensity and fitting error for the Cy3-channel.
As the features measured from the Cy5-channel correlate strongly with the features from the Cy3-channel, it is unrealistic to assume that the features are independent of each other. Therefore we have modeled this dependence by including an edge between the pair-wise features, for example, the parents of intensity measured using Cy5-channel are intensity measured using Cy3-channel and spot quality.
Feature bleeding differs from the other features in that if bleeding is detected, the spot is automatically of bad quality. Therefore we have modeled bleeding as a dummy node (Pearl, 1988) , which means that a bleeding node transmits a λ-message only when bleeding is detected thus forcing quality to be bad regardless of the other observations.
As discussed in Section 3.1, there is a need to define priors for the parameters in Bayesian networks. For P (Q|θ) we have first applied a uniform prior, where all classes are equally probable a priori and a subjective prior as follows. Based on earlier experience we have assumed that approximately 80% of the spots in a microarray are of good quality a priori. We have assumed that P (X|Q, Y, θ) is uniformly distributed.
Finally, we have compared the performance of the Bayesian networks to decision tree and multi-layer perceptron artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms. In the ANN we have used five hidden neurons, tan-sigmoid transfer functions with linear output function and 150 training epochs. We preprocessed continuous data to have zero mean, standard deviation of one and scale from −1 to 1 for the ANN.
Results
In this section we compare several classifiers for spot quality assessment and demonstrate the need for spot quality strategy. Our case study involves two data sets, both consisting of 160 spots, which were assigned to four quality categories: {bad, moderate (close to bad), moderate (close to good), good} by three experts who have conducted microarray experiments for several years. As several aspects affect the reliability of a microarray experiment, it is not always straightforward to perform a visual assessment of spot quality. There were some spots, where the experts disagreed between bad and medium (close to bad) as well as good and medium (close to good). Only those spots where the experts were unanimous (n = 155) were chosen for classification.
We performed binary classification by assigning the label of a spot to be bad if the label determined by the experts was {bad, moderate (close to bad)} and good otherwise. Altogether there were 97 spots in category good and 58 in category bad.
In order to test the accuracy of the classification we performed leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV), which is briefly presented at the supplementary web page. We have summarized the accuracies of the classifiers in Table 1 . Entry B-Course in Table 1 denotes the naïve Bayesian network whose structure is found by B-Course, which employs structure search inside the LOOCV loop.
We have also observed spot quality for all 155 spots using the ratio quality method (Chen et al., 2002) . The ratio quality method results in a continuous quality value (ν) for each spot. As ν is a continuous value between zero (unreliable) and one (perfect quality), it is sometimes difficult to determine an appropriate threshold below which the spot is bad. In Table 1 we illustrate three thresholds ω ∈ {1, 0.5, 0.1}, e.g., if ω = 0.5, all spots having ν < 0.5 are considered unreliable, while spots having ν ≥ 0.5 are considered good. The receiver order characteristics (ROC) curve for the discrete naïve Bayesian networks is given in the supplementary material. Supplementary material also contains quality values for all 320 spots.
In order to show the impact of the spot quality control we have applied the Bayesian networks to a so-called self versus self experiment (i.e. test and reference sample were the same) on a microarray consisting of 12 656 spots. Ideally, a scatter plot of a self versus self experiment is a straight line, but very often some spots deviate from the straight line, as illustrated in Figure 4A . The scatter plot in Figure 4A compares well with other microarray figures presented in the literature. However, spot quality control, where the only feature used was bleeding for both channels, indicates that there are 883 unreliable spots. The reason for such a high number of unreliable spots is given in Figure 4B , which illustrates a zoomed microarray slide. Several spots in the first and second subarray are clearly located in a region of uneven hybridization. Interestingly, many of the unreliable spots are ones that are along a straight line as illustrated in Figure 4C , indicating that it may not be possible to discard unreliable spots by applying statistical methods to the scatter plot.
Mean and standard deviation for the original data were 1.28 and 8.84, respectively. When we removed 883 unreliable spots, mean and standard deviation were reduced to 0.92 and 1.80, respectively. In order to gain statistical assurance we randomly deleted a set of 883 spots from the original data set and compared it to standard deviation computed using quality filtered data. This was done one million times and we obtained p < 10 −6 meaning that is very unlikely to get smaller standard deviation by deleting spots randomly. 
DISCUSSION
In the present study we have suggested a novel approach for assessing the quality of a microarray spot with Bayesian networks. Bayesian networks enable easy incorporation of a priori knowledge and explicit representation of the impact of the features on spot quality. These two properties make Bayesian networks superior to black box models (e.g. ANNs), which are incapable of incorporating a priori knowledge or to show explicitly the dependences between features. Furthermore, a node in the Bayesian network can represent an arbitrary phenomenon, which in turn enables incorporation of several statistics-based spot quality strategies in the Bayesian network model.
One of the most difficult phases in applying the Bayesian networks to spot quality assessment is to choose appropriate priors. In our case study, for P (Q|θ) we applied both subjective and uniform priors, while P (X|Q, Y, θ) was assumed to be uniformly distributed. However, even though a uniform distribution would be an intuitive choice for a prior, the problem is that it is not invariant to variable transformations, which may lead to a situation where the marginal likelihoods of two Bayesian network models representing the same domain are different (Myllymäki et al., 2002) . Thus, in real-life applications P (Q|θ) could be estimated from the test data set, for example, by computing the fraction of good spots and then use that as a class prior for good spots in the actual microarray experiment. We have tested this estimation approach for assessing the prior for P (Q|θ) and the results were the same as results when a uniform prior was used (data not shown). Estimation of the appropriate prior distributions for P (X|Q, Y, θ) would first require identification of the features having the greatest impact on spot quality and then solving dependences between these features and spot quality. These tasks would require additional experiments and therefore are beyond the scope of this study, but would make a very interesting topic for further study.
The self versus self experiment highlights an apparent need for reliable spot quality control. Classification comparisons demonstrate that the Bayesian network models are capable of producing reliable spot quality estimates. Further, our case studies suggest that a discrete naïve Bayesian network is a feasible classifier for spot quality assessment. This result was somewhat excepted since it is well known that sometimes discrete naïve Bayesian networks perform better than general Bayesian networks, continuous classifiers assuming Gaussian features and more complicated models such as decision trees. For profound discussion on this phenomenon we refer to (Kohavi and Sahami, 1996; Friedman et al., 1997) .
In our approach we assume that a training data set is available, which may sometimes be difficult to obtain. However, we have stated the need for training data explicitly contrary to existing statistics-based quality control methods that assume the same implicitly. For example the method described in (Chen et al., 2002) results in a continuous value that represents the quality of the spot. This value alone is not sufficient since there is also a need to find a threshold below which the spot is of bad quality. In practice, this threshold is found through trial-and-error, which is identical to the usage of a training data set.
The Bayesian networks could also be used in computing the quality for an entire microarray experiment. However, in that case the set of features used in quality assessment must be renewed. Suitable features could be, overall signal-tonoise ratio, green-to-red balance and morphology. If a set of appropriate features used in assessing the quality for the entire microarray experiment is found, the Bayesian networks could be a part of an automatic quality control system. For example, if integrated to the image analysis software, the quality control
